Yeast two-hybrid and coimmunoprecipitation experiments have defined large-scale protein-protein interaction networks for many model species. Separately, systematic chromatin immunoprecipitation experiments have enabled the assembly of large networks of transcriptional regulatory interactions. To investigate the functional interplay between these two interaction types, we combined both within a probabilistic framework that models the cell as a network of transcription factors regulating protein complexes. This framework identified 72 putative coregulated complexes in yeast and allowed the prediction of 120 previously uncharacterized transcriptional interactions. Several predictions were tested by new microarray profiles, yielding a confirmation rate (58%) comparable with that of direct immunoprecipitation experiments. Furthermore, we extended our framework to a cross-species setting, identifying 24 coregulated complexes that were conserved between yeast and fly. Analyses of these conserved complexes revealed different conservation levels of their regulators and provided suggestive evidence that protein-protein interaction networks may evolve more slowly than transcriptional interaction networks. Our results demonstrate how multiple molecular interaction types can be integrated toward a global wiring diagram of the cell, and they provide insights into the evolutionary dynamics of protein complex regulation.
T his decade has seen an enormous amount of data on molecular interactions released into the public domain. Although many types of molecules comprise the cell and can interact with one another, the two types that have been measured at largest scale are protein-protein interactions (PPIs) and transcriptional interactions (TIs). The two-hybrid system (1) and coimmunoprecipitation (co-IP) followed by mass spectrometry (2) have been the two most popular technologies to obtain large-scale PPI data. For transcriptional interactions, ChIP coupled with whole-genome DNA microarray (ChIP-chip) allow one to determine the entire spectrum of in vivo DNA-binding sites for any given protein (3, 4) .
The availability of large-scale PPI and TI data from multiple species has made it possible to study how these two interaction types are combined toward a coordinated cellular response. Previously, PPI and TI data have been integrated to infer hybrid network motifs (5) , sets of interacting genes that are differentially expressed (6) and causal pathways that explain differential gene expression (7) . In other recent studies (8, 9) , yeast TIs were mapped onto known protein complexes as recorded in the Munich Information Center for Protein Sequences (MIPS) database (10) . Although these studies did not consider PPI data directly, they established that proteins within the same complex are often encoded by genes that are regulated by the same transcription factors (TFs). Protein complexes were further shown to exhibit expression coherency (11) and to include synergistic TF pairs (12) .
A major problem confounding these analyses is that, depending on the underlying technology, interaction data can be noisy. Errors may arise in the two-hybrid system from self-activators, in the co-IP system from abundant protein contaminants, and in both systems from weak or nonspecific interactions (13, 14) . Aside from issues of noise, it has become clear that molecules in the cell are very highly connected, such that it is possible to traverse from one molecule to any other by stepping through only a small number of interaction partners (15) . These two fundamental problems, noise and high connectivity, make it challenging to organize interaction networks into discrete models of functional pathways and complexes.
Integrative approaches have met with some success in addressing both of these problems (16) . Efforts to integrate molecular interaction data for inferring protein machinery can be divided roughly into two types of analyses. The first type infers a network of functional linkages between proteins, based on a weighted combination of independent sources of evidence for pairwise association (e.g., physical interaction, synthetic lethality, coexpression, cocitation) (8, 9, 11, (17) (18) (19) (20) . Advantages of this type of analysis are its sensitivity (a large number of predictions can be made by drawing from different sources) and versatility (new functional linkages can be established without in-depth requirements on, or understanding of, the individual data sources). In contrast, in the second type of analysis, the inferred functional linkages are guided by specific knowledge of the structure of the different data sources and their inter-relationships (21) (22) (23) (24) . For example, protein-protein and synthetic-lethal networks each embed dense interaction subnetworks which tend to be orthogonal rather than overlapping (21, 25) . Where coverage of both interaction types is high, the predicted functional linkages achieve high specificity.
Here, we integrate PPI and TI data in a single model which simultaneously detects protein complexes and their transcriptional regulators. We apply this model to map coregulated protein complexes in yeast, as well as coregulated protein complexes that are conserved across the networks of both yeast and fly. Numerous instances of yeast/fly conservation are identified, demonstrating that the specific mechanisms regulating protein complexes can be conserved over vast evolutionary distances. For complexes regulated by Rpn4, the implied transcriptional interactions are validated by microarray profiling of an rpn4⌬ knockout strain.
Results
Identifying Coregulated Protein Clusters. Previous studies have demonstrated a significant correlation between yeast protein complexes and the transcriptional network (8, 9) . However, when testing specific complexes, only few display significant associations to TFs [9 of 78 in our analysis; see supporting information (SI) Table 3 ].
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To map this relatively unexplored world of coregulated protein complexes, we developed an algorithm for detecting dense protein clusters in the PPI network whose members are coregulated by one or more TFs. As described further in Materials and Methods, this approach is based on integrating the protein-protein and transcriptional interaction networks of a species, and searching for sets of proteins that densely interact in the PPI network and whose gene promoters are targeted by the same TFs in the TI network. Such protein sets are termed coregulated protein clusters, and their identification relies on a statistical model for coregulated protein complexes and on efficient search techniques.
We first applied this model to integrate and analyze the PPI and TI networks of yeast, identifying 72 significant coregulated protein clusters. Representative examples of these clusters are shown in Fig.  1 , whereas a summary of all clusters is shown in SI Fig. 5 . Detailed statistics on the size and composition of these clusters are given in SI Table 4 .
To validate our predictions, we tested the coregulated clusters for functional enrichment, expression coherency and conservation coherency of their members ( Table 1 and SI Materials and Methods). The last two measures quantify the extent to which the genes in a cluster are correlated in their expression levels under multiple conditions, or in their phylogenetic profiles. As a baseline, we compared the performance of the coregulated cluster collection under these measures to that of a collection of 452 protein clusters inferred by using the PPI data only (ignoring the TI data, see SI Materials and Methods). We also included in the comparison two collections of complexes derived by co-IP experiments (26, 27) . We found that the coregulated clusters exhibited substantially higher expression coherency and conservation coherency levels than the experimentally derived complexes and the baseline clusters (Table  1 ). Furthermore, 100% of the clusters were functionally enriched, slightly higher than the baseline clusters (99%) and markedly higher than the experimentally derived complexes (61% in ref. 26 *All analyses were restricted to clusters of size at least 7, although the same trends were observed over a wide range of cluster size cutoffs.
integrated search of the PPI and TI networks finds significant signal in the data, whereas a fixed search of TI interactions versus MIPS complexes yields a much weaker association. As mentioned above, only 9 of the 78 manually curated MIPS complexes were found to have a significant association to a TF. Of the 72 coregulated clusters we identified, 50 (69%) had no overlap with any of these 9 MIPS complexes, demonstrating the usefulness of our approach in identifying previously uncharacterized regulated complexes.
Prediction of Novel Transcriptional Interactions in Yeast.
A coregulated protein cluster, which involves direct transcriptional regulation of some cluster members by a specific TF (or more than one), supports the prediction that the same TF directly regulates other members of the cluster. To prioritize these predictions, we assessed the extent to which the predicted TF targets had correlated expression and phylogenetic conservation with the respective TF, as well as the presence of known TF-binding sites in their promoters. All three measures were combined within a logistic regression classifier to assign a quantitative confidence score to each potential transcriptional interaction (Materials and Methods). This classifier attained high sensitivity (82%) and specificity (91%) levels in 10-fold cross validation ( Fig. 2a ). Overall, combining the classifier scores with the coregulated cluster information, we predicted 120 previously uncharacterized transcriptional interactions involving 23 TFs and 99 protein cluster members (SI Table 5 ).
To evaluate the accuracy of these predictions, we experimentally tested 12 predicted transcriptional interactions for the TF Rpn4. Although these interactions were assigned high confidence scores by our approach, none had been detected in the large-scale chIPchip study of Harbison et al. (28) , in which Rpn4 interactions were measured in yeast growing under uninduced condition (30°C in YPD media) and under oxidative stress. However, previous studies have established that Rpn4 could be activated by multiple types of cellular stresses, including heat shock (29) . We compared the expression profiles of wild type and rpn4 gene deletion strains under heat-shock-induced stress (Materials and Methods). Seven (RPN5, RPN12, CCT8, PRE5, RPT5, PRE10, PRE2) of the 12 newly predicted Rpn4 targets exhibited differential expression (P Ͻ 0.05 by VERA, see Materials and Methods). This fraction (58%) was significant when compared with the fraction of differentially expressed genes overall (11%; P ϭ 1.2 ϫ 10 Ϫ4 ); it was also much higher than that attained when predictions were made by the classifier alone (19%). The newly confirmed interactions may have been missed in the Harbison ChIP-chip study because they are specific to heat shock. Notably, the fractions of differentially expressed genes in Harbison Rpn4 targets (53%) and our predicted Rpn4 targets (58%) were similar ( Fig. 2c ), suggesting that our prediction method attains an accuracy level that is comparable with the high-throughput experimental approach.
Many of our other predictions seem to be bona-fide targets of the respective TFs given that the predicted targets are enriched for functional categories consistent with the function(s) of the regulating TF. For instance, the predicted targets of the cell cycle regulator Fkh2 are enriched for the cell cycle and DNA processing functions (P ϭ 7.93 ϫ 10 Ϫ6 ). Another example is Dig1 whose set of predicted targets is enriched for genes involved in cell differentiation (P ϭ 6.47 ϫ 10 Ϫ5 ), in agreement with its functional role (30, 31) . Overall, for all 10 TFs having more than five predicted targets, their target sets were significantly enriched for functional categories consistent with the function(s) of the regulating TF (SI Table 6 ).
Conserved Protein Complexes. Next, we questioned whether the coregulated clusters we had identified might be conserved through evolution. To tackle this question, we extended our approach to identify coregulated clusters that are conserved across two species (Material and Methods). Although PPI networks are now available for a variety of model species such as the yeast and fly, at the present time large number of TIs have been mapped for yeast only.
Accordingly, we applied our algorithm to identify coregulated protein clusters that were conserved across the PPI networks of both yeast and fly but were supported by TIs in yeast only. We hypothesized that such an approach would reveal protein clusters that maintain coregulation also in fly, even though no fly TI data were used in their construction.
Overall, we identified 24 significant coregulated conserved clusters. These protein clusters were highly functionally enriched, both in yeast (92%; SI Table 7 ) and in fly (88%, SI Table 7) , supporting their biological significance. Examples of coregulated conserved clusters are shown in detail in Fig. 3 ; an overview of these clusters is given in SI Fig. 5 , and their general characteristics are described in SI Table 4 .
To examine the contribution of transcriptional interactions in the cross-species setting, we compared the coregulated conserved clusters to a collection of 181 conserved protein clusters that were predicted based on PPI data only (see SI Materials and Methods). We found that the coregulated clusters displayed markedly higher levels of expression coherency and conservation coherency, and similar levels of functional enrichment (SI Table 8 ).
Enrichment of DNA-Binding Motifs in Conserved Fly Clusters.
To further study the transcriptional regulation of the fly clusters, we searched for known and previously uncharacterized DNA se-quence motifs upstream of their member genes. In total, we identified five enriched DNA motifs spanning 12 of the 24 conserved clusters ( Table 2 ). One of the motifs (Motif 1, enriched in clusters 1 and 12) was a known motif of the fly TF Hsf1. This motif is almost identical to the yeast Hsf1 motif, which was also the yeast TF associated with these clusters. In addition to this known motif, we identified four previously uncharacterized motifs. Motifs 2 (enriched in cluster 4) and 3 (enriched in cluster 5) were identified by searching sets of fly promoters 
Evolution of the Regulatory Mechanisms of Protein Complexes.
We found that the 24 conserved coregulated clusters could be categorized into three levels of conservation depending on their regulatory mechanisms. At the highest level of conservation ( Fig. 4a ), there were two clusters that showed conservation in both the regulating TF and its DNA-binding motif. Both of these clusters (1 and 12) involved the heat shock factor Hsf1 as the regulating yeast TF, which has a clear ortholog in fly. Moreover, a previous study has demonstrated that heat shock factors and their DNA motifs are highly conserved from yeast to human (32) . Indeed, for Hsf1 the DNA-binding domain (DBD) of the orthologous TFs are 99% alignable and the amino acid residues involved in contacting DNA sites are highly conserved (33) . In addition, their DNA motifs were also alignable over their entire length. At a middle level of conservation (Fig. 4b) , there were eleven clusters in which the TF was conserved as an ortholog but not the DNA-binding motif. Yeast TFs regulating these clusters included Abf1, Cbf1, Fkh2, Mcm1, and Yhp1. In these cases, the DBDs of the orthologous fly TFs may have diverged to such an extent that their DNA-binding specificities have also changed (on average, the fly DBD is alignable to the corresponding yeast DBD at only 69% of the positions). For instance, the fly motif associated with clusters regulated by Fkh2 is very different from that of its yeast homolog (motifs alignable at 3 of 12 positions, Fig. 4b) . Although it is possible that a nonorthologous fly TF might be responsible for the coregulation (nonorthologous displacement), to the best of our knowledge, this scenario is very rare and mostly observed in bacterial systems because of horizontal gene transfer (34) .
Finally, at the lowest level of conservation (Fig. 4c) , the TF regulating the conserved cluster has likely changed, as there is no detectable fly ortholog of the yeast TF. Eighteen clusters were in this category, involving the yeast TFs Dig1, Mbp1, Ndd1, Rcs1, Reb1, Rpn4, Ste12, Sum1, and Swi4. In these cases, the conserved clusters are probably regulated by nonhomologous TFs. For instance, in clusters 4 and 5 the yeast TFs Ndd1 and Sum1 are not conserved in fly, and the fly DNA motifs ( Table 2 and Fig. 4c ) do not match any known yeast motif.
Discussion
A strength of integrative approaches, such as the one proposed here, is their ability to cope with high levels of noise in any single data set. To cope with false positives, we have estimated the reliabilities of the protein-protein interactions we considered, and incorporated these estimates into our probabilistic model for protein complexes (see SI Materials and Methods). In addition, network comparison itself serves to reduce false positives because spurious protein interactions are generally not reproducible across species (23) . False negatives were handled in two ways: first, by integrating data from two independent sources (protein-protein and transcriptional interactions); and second, by employing a ''soft'' definition of a complex in our probabilistic model, i.e., not forcing a certain interaction density for a complex, but rather measuring the likelihood that it fits our model of a protein complex against the likelihood that it arose at random.
The coregulated protein clusters reinforce the idea of combinatorial regulation as a primary mechanism for achieving fine-tuned transcriptional control (35) . Many of the clusters were regulated by more than one TF (13/24 clusters were associated with two to six TFs). Included in this set are many well known examples of coregulation, such as the cohesin complex involved in chromosome segregation (cluster 6, regulated by Swi6 and Mbp1, Fig. 1b) (36) and the actin cap complex involved in budding (cluster 62, regulated by Swi4, Mbp1 and Mcm1, Fig. 1c ) (4) . We also uncovered many putative complexes with combinatorial regulation, such as complexes involved in mRNA transport (cluster 53 regulated by Hsf1 and Abf1, Fig. 1d ) and regulation of cell size and shape (cluster 25 regulated by Cbf1, Msn2, Tye7, Fig. 1e ).
Our cross-species analysis revealed that most conserved clusters (22/24) had regulatory mechanisms that were divergent between yeast and fly, either at the motif level or at the TF level. Hence, it was tempting to conclude that transcriptional interactions are, overall, less conserved than protein-protein interactions across the same evolutionary distance. To investigate this hypothesis, we used two different measures to compare the conservation levels of the PPI and TI networks. As a first measure, we computed the fraction of all large-scale yeast interaction data (protein-protein or transcriptional) in which both participating genes/proteins had orthologs in fly. For each protein we identified its best BLAST match and considered it a putative ortholog if their BLAST E value was Ͻ1 ϫ 10 Ϫ7 . Overall, we obtained a 46% conservation rate for PPI data and a 14% conservation rate for TI data. The same trend was observed by Yu et al. (37) by using a similar approach.
As a second measure, we evaluated the level of conservation of the protein clusters we identified versus that of the coregulated clusters. Specifically, we estimated the conservation level of the PPI network as the fraction of protein clusters that overlapped conserved protein clusters. For the TI network, our measure was based on the fraction of coregulated protein clusters that overlapped conserved ones (see SI Materials and Methods). For an overlap threshold of 3 proteins, the PPI and TI network conservation rates were 90% and 51%, respectively (the same trend was observed for other thresholds). Thus, by using either measure, it seems that protein-protein interactions are in fact more conserved than their transcriptional counterparts. This finding is consistent with previous observation that transcriptional regulatory network is evolu- tionarily flexible and is a major driving force for phenotypic variations (38, 39) .
In summary, our analysis reveals many coregulated protein complexes that are conserved over large evolutionary distances. It further suggests that transcriptional regulatory mechanisms diverge faster than protein-protein interactions. Further studies are needed to combine additional large-scale networks, such as genetic, metabolic, and coexpression, into more complete models of cellular machinery. Such models could shed light on the interplay and coevolution of molecular networks within the cell.
Materials and Methods
Protein Cluster Scoring and Discovery. We developed a statistical model for a cluster of proteins that are regulated by a set of transcription factors. Under this model, members of a complex are assumed to interact with high probability and each TF in the regulating set is assumed to bind each of the genes in the complex with high probability. We contrast this model against a background model, which assumes that both the transcriptional network and the physical network were chosen uniformly at random from the corresponding collection of all networks with the same degree sequence. For each suggested cluster with a set of regulators, we thus compute a log likelihood ratio score, based on its fit to each of the models. We search for protein clusters using a greedy approach that starts from high scoring seeds and refines them by using local search. The significance of the suggested cluster is computed by comparing its score to that of random clusters that were obtained by applying our methodology to randomly shuffled networks. Full details on the data and the algorithm are available in SI Materials and Methods.
For discovering conserved coregulated clusters, we let the protein nodes of the integrated network denote pairs of yeast and fly proteins with significant sequence match (BLAST E value Ͻ 10 Ϫ7 ). The log likelihood ratio score of a conserved cluster is computed as the sum of the log likelihood ratio scores within each species network (using only the PPI term for fly).
For validation purposes, we used a simplified method to identify significant protein clusters or conserved clusters, regardless of their regulation. Specifically, the likelihood ratio score was modified to account only for the PPI data, and the search was restricted to the PPI networks.
Prediction of Novel Transcriptional Interactions in Yeast. We combined three types of measures: expression coherency (EC), conservation coherency (CC), and presence of TF-binding sites (BS), to predict transcriptional interactions. A logistic regression classifier was trained on these three types of measures and used to predict new TIs. See SI Materials and Methods for details. Gene Expression Microarray. Expression profilings were performed with the wild type haploid BY4741 (ATCC, Manassas, VA) and rpn4 deletion (Research Genetics, Huntsville, AL) strains. For each strain, log-phase haploid yeast cultures growing in synthetic complete media were heat shocked by shifting growth temperature from 30°C to 37°C for 30 min. Duplicated microarray experiments were processed to obtain normalized log expression ratios for each of the Ϸ6,200 genes represented on the microarray along with P values of differential expression generated by using the VERA package (40) . See SI Materials and Methods for details.
Enriched DNA Motifs in Conserved Fly Clusters. We searched for both known and previously uncharacterized fly motifs in the promoter regions of fly genes participating in the conserved coregulated clusters. Known fly motifs (46 in total) were taken from the TRANSFAC (41) and JASPAR (42) databases. An enrichment P value for each motif in gene promoters of the conserved clusters was calculated by using the hypergeometric distribution. To discover previously uncharacterized motifs, we generated two data sets: (i) sets of promoters for fly genes in each conserved cluster; (ii) putative fly regulons, created by pooling all fly genes in the conserved clusters whose yeast counterparts were regulated by the same TF (putative fly regulons). For each set of promoter sequences, we searched for significantly enriched DNA motifs by using the program PhyloCon (43) . See SI Materials and Methods for details.
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